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 Onsite Lab: 1 Hour Glasses Service & Same Day Appointments

* Most Cases Apply
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WELCOME

welcome to optical masters

Denver Eye Doctors You Can Trust

Choosing an eye doctor to treat one of your most vital five senses is essential to safeguard your eye health and provide you with the excellent care, products, and services you desire. Different providers use different approaches for eye care and treatment. You want to make sure you are getting the best. Optical Masters is dedicated to offering our patients the best technology and eye health care available today. Through patient education and our team approach, we help you be an active participant in your care. Our expert Denver eye doctors, friendly staff and welcoming atmosphere will put you at ease from the minute you step through our door. You are in good hands with Optical Masters.

Learn More
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SERVICES

FEATURED

SERVICES

	Eye Exams
	Contact Lenses
	Eyeglasses & Sunglasses
	Sports & Specialty Wear
	20/20 Now Exam
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Eye Exams


Optical Masters along with the American Optometric Association recommends that you have an eye exam at least every two years, or more frequently if recommended by one of our Optical Masters eye doctors. With more than 100 different ways to test your eyes are working correctly, our doctors select the tests most appropriate for you. 

discover more
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Contact Lenses


Contact lenses are a popular way to receive the vision correction you need without resorting to laser eye surgery or using eyeglasses. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), approximately 40.9 million Americans age 18 and older wear contact lenses. Even children begin wearing lenses at age 12or sometimes younger.

discover more
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Eyeglasses & Sunglasses


In the past, eyeglasses weren’t something we got excited about, but with today’s styles, options and trends they are more popular than ever! Eyeglasses help you make a statement about who you are. When it comes to eyeglasses, there are more designs, brands, colors, shapes, tints, coatings and technologies involved now than ever before. 

discover more
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Sports & Specialty Wear


Sports and specialty eyewear fittings give you a leg up on the competition. Most athletic pursuits require optimum visual capabilities. Your sight has to be operating at its best to help you navigate the terrain of your activities safely and effectively. Refractive errors and other eyesight problems do not have to limit you in what you are able to do in the sports world.

discover more
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20/20NOW is the inventor and leader in Telehealth Digital Eye Exams


Our founders believed digital technology and telemedicine could be combined to increase access to high quality eye exams while lowering costs. With the addition of Artificial Intelligence guided imaging, you can trust that your eyes are in the right hands.

discover more






   
 



MEET THE DOCTOR

Denver Eye Doctors You Can Trust

meet the doctors
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Dr. Michelle Essex O.D.

VIEW PROFILE

link
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Dr. Christina Green O.D.

VIEW PROFILE

link
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Dr. Jay Megard, O.D.

VIEW PROFILE

link
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Dr. Susan Allen, O.D.

VIEW PROFILE

link


MEET THE TEAM
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WHEEL 

designer brands

Optical Boutique
 

View All
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TESTIMONIALS

PATIENT REVIEWS

what our patients say
 
I have been going to Optical Masters for over 20 years because they take such good care of me. I hate picking out glasses, so they always take the time to find a few pair that they think will look good on me, then I choose the ones I like. They always pick well and it saves me so much time! Nima and Michelle have always treated me so well. I will always return here for my eye care needs.

Andrea Martin



First time visitor. I was in for a contacts appointment and out the door in 30 minutes, WITH my lenses for no cost! Walmart or One Hour makes you wait an entire week! I'll be back in the future because they were so friendly and efficient.

Master Kakashi



My husband and I have been coming to Optical Masters for over five years specifically because of the excellent serve Jim McCoid provides. Jim takes great care to ensure that his clients are happy with all their vision needs. He truly provides FIVE STAR service.

Taisa Scheurer



Excellent experience. Friendly staff and great doctor. Once I got my glasses I felt like my one eye was a bit off. They were happy to recheck my prescription and update the one lens at no cost to me. I'd definitely recommend them to my friends. The selection of glasses is also great as well. They have everything from discount frames to the latest designer glasses. I love my Ovvo's that I got.

John Feustel



Everyone there is really nice, the prices are great, and there is a huge selection of frames. I plan on using them exclusively for my glasses from now on.

Tracy Hepner



Great optometrist! Their glass-frame selection is top-notch and I'll never go anywhere else. Same day service for my new glasses was a nice surprise, as well! Great prices, selection, and fantastic customer service, what more could you want?

Christopher Smith



I have been going to Optical Masters for the past 8 years, and a year ago I made the mistake of going to another place because I moved further away and it was closer to my house. What a mistake that was! I soon realized the quality, service, and selection at optical masters are next to none. I like to have lots of choices and I personally think they have the best selection in Colorado, not to mention I have never had any issues with my prescription. After going to another competitor, I realized the 40-minute drive was well worth it and working with the same people for the past 8 years puts me at ease. I know Robin and her sister Michelle have been there for as long as I remember not to mention I always get the best exam. Dr. Allen is not only great and takes her time with me but makes me feel great about the result of the exam. I love to support local businesses and I assure you that you will not be disappointed by giving these guys a try.

Emily Briggs



5-STARS FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE. As an Australian traveling in the US on holidays I was in desperate need of a pair of glasses. The staff, particularly Michael, understood my predicament and went over and above what I thought normal customer service was about. In just one day I was able to get my glasses made - this would never happen in Australia. I can't thank the team there enough for their outstanding service and would highly recommend Optical Masters to anyone who is looking for exceptional customer service.

Grant Kratz



Awesome experience - they helped me pick out my frames, made sure they would fit properly and would look good, and helped me navigate frames and contacts. I have an unusual prescription, but they made it simple for me to find what I needed. I highly recommend Optical Masters. I really appreciate what they did for me.

Dean Hoisington



All I can say is WOW!!! I love it when you walk in and the staff greets you with a smile! Then I looked around this large store and saw what seemed to be thousands of frames. The lady at the front counter (I feel bad that I didn't catch her name) was extremely helpful, got me in for a walk-in exam straight away. The exam was effortless. The staff helped me to understand the wide range of prices available to me. They have frames as low as $49.00. My tastes are a little on the high end, So I wanted to be directed to the best and purchased a BEAUTIFUL Face/ Face frame. My glasses were done in an hour. My friends compliment my gorgeous glasses all the time. GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE!!! RECOMMEND, RECOMMEND, RECOMMEND!!!

Kali Perez



The staff is so friendly and helpful here, this place is fantastic. I called them for a quote and Jessica took her time to explain all the options and answered all of my questions. They are 30 minutes away in traffic but I decided to go there because the price was much lower than the other stores that I called and when I took my prescription there the price was better than she quoted me on the phone. When I was going to pick up my glasses I was trying to get there before they closed and they stayed past their closing time because they didn’t want me to stress getting there. Who does that anymore? The fact that they had a smile on their face and that they were waiting for me made me even happier. And my glasses were ready in 1 day - sooner than what they told me. I highly recommend them and it was well worth the long drive from my house.

Taylor Smith



I usually don’t write many reviews but I had to make an effort for the experience I had at optical masters. As I walked in, I was greeted right away by the staff and they were very helpful through the whole process of getting a new pair that fitted me right and that looked great on me. Johnny was extremely, extremely knowledgeable and informative. I was debating between two pairs of glasses one was a designer and the other one was more affordable. I felt they weren’t pushing for me to get the more expensive pair, rather they wanted me to be happy with my purchase. I love my new glasses and it was very affordable! I will definitely be back again next time I need glasses.

Ishani Thapa














COUPON

special offers

Bring a Coupon With You!
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2 Pair Special
2 complete pairs of single
vision glasses
(up to +/- 6.00 sph +/- 2.00 cyl)
(SELECTED FRAMES)

Restrictions may apply.


link
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Eye Exam for Glasses
*contact lens exam is an additional charge


link
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HD No-line Progressive
Lenses and Frame
(Selected frames)
(RX up to +/- 4.00 sph / +/- 2.00 cyl) (+2.50 add)

Restrictions may apply.


link
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Two 12 packs
( 6-months suplly of Acuvue
Oasys contact lenses),
Eye Exam Starter Kit.
Not valid with other offers. (Prewearer Only).

Restrictions may apply.


link
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Two 6 packs of Acuvue
Oasys for Astigmatism
and Eye Exam
Plus starter-kit and follow up visit.
Not valid with other offers (Prewearer Only).

Restrictions may apply.


link
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Anti-Reflective Coated Lenses
and Frames
Over 1,000 frames to choose from (Special Selection)

Anti-Reflective Coated Plastic Lenses by Seiko (Single VIsion).
Not valid with other offers.

Restrictions may apply.


link
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2 Pairs Designer Inventory
Sale + Eye Exam
Select Designer Brands
Ask for details
Not valid with other offers

Restrictions may apply.


link


[image: ]FREE LENSES

Free Single Vision Lenses with purchase of any frame, including all brand name designer frames. Save up to 50% on a complete pair of glasses
Not valid with other offers & insurance
Restrictions may apply


link
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Give The Gift Of Vision
This Holiday Season
Gift Cards
Available


link
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  LOCATIONS

Monaco (Super Store)
820 S. Monaco Pkwy suite 2B 
Denver, CO 80224
(King Soopers Shopping Center)

Federal
2031 S. Federal Blvd 
Denver, CO 80219
(Brentwood Shopping Center)
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     × Appointment Request
 
  Please use the form below to request an appointment. Our team will connect with you shortly to confirm your appointment. Thank you!


   

 

 

 

 8:00 am
9:00 am
10:00 am
11:00 am
1:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
4:00pm



 

 

 Thank you. We will connect with you shortly.
 You are missing required fields.
 Dynamic Error Description
 There was an error processing this form.

 


 
  
 
 

     × 
  Thank You!


We've copied your review, after you click 'Publish' please paste your review by selecting 'ctrl' + 'v' into the review comments section.
Publish to Social




 
  
 
 

    Monaco (Main Store)
820 S. Monaco Pkwy suite 2B 
Denver, CO 80224
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Federal
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  Close 
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  Close 
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Forgot Password? 
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   Sign in with Facebook Sign in with Google 
 
  

 

 
   
 
 
 
 
   Looking to create an account ? 
  Already have an account? Login 
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  One fine body…
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